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Flowers come in all sizes, shapes, and colors, providing perfect artistic inspiration. Now anyone can

bring gorgeous florals to life in vibrant color with this delightful trace-and-color guide. Inside, six

detailed templates are provided to help the beginning artist get started with a line drawing that they

can color or paint in the medium of their choice. Artists can simply transfer the template line

drawings to paper or canvas with the included graphite paper. Then, using the color references and

tips in the book, they can add color and create their own floral masterpiece! The book includes 32

pages of instruction and inspiration, providing basic information about color theory, as well as an

introduction to several different color mediums - colored pencil, oil, acrylic, watercolor, pastel, and

marker. The overview for each medium covers the essential tools and materials an artist may need,

including what types of paper or canvas can be used and any other special materials, as well as

how to use various techniques to achieve effects. With an assortment of different flowers and

compositions, art enthusiasts will find everything they need to create their own floral artwork.

Includes six removable templates featuring detailed floral artwork and four reusable sheets of

graphite paper for transferring.
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This book is different from Cynthia Knox's other books. It has basic instruction for colored pencil, oil,

acrylic, watercolor, and more in the front section. The second section has full page color artworks to



recreate. The reason why I really love it is because there are actual templates and transfer paper in

the back to use for drawing and painting these beautiful works of art on my own. This has made the

projects very doable, and I recommend it for beginning and intermediate artists.

Love to color flowers.

The Trace Line series, seems to be a really great way to show how to color (outline) many objects

that are the subject for the books! From here, you can read up on the insides, to figure out how to

do many drawing techniques and how to do them. Its like having an art teacher in your room!

I love to watercolor paint flowers but the drawing takes a lot of time for me and this book is just what

I needed. The book has some basic instruction in several different medium's but is not for

beginners. The drawings are in great detail with colors used shown but for watercolor I will only be

using the outline but for other medium's the detail may be nice to have. I do plan to get other books

in the series,

My daughters and I are really enjoying this art book. The templates are helpful to get the flower

designs on paper. We like using different mediums to create artworks - especially these beautiful

flowers! I highly recommend this book to all artists.

Beautiful flowers to trace and color. But don't think they are easy. Phew I'm trying with colored

pencils and guess that's not my forte. Next I'll try water color and acrylic. No matter what they are

beautiful pictures to work from and nice clear and clean tracings. Color dots to show you colors

used but you can always try different color. I've been trying to learn colored pencils but I stink.

Going to try water color and then next acrylic. Wish me luck and I wish you luck too. :-)BTW Cynthia

Knox is and unbelievable color pencil artist who teaches on Craftsy. When I saw the cover of this

book I just knew it was her and sure enough it is!

Bought this for my girlfriend and she loves it. She traces the flowers on stretched canvas and then

uses acrylic paint to finish the paintings. I am impressed at how beautiful the paintings are, with her

limited time spent learning how.

I think this is great for non drawers like myself. They don't tell you how to color it but I think it's up to



the individual how they want to paint it. It's called creativity.
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